
Two things happened in 1976, which

helped to define my future: art school

and ‘punk’. That year, at age 16, I left

the claustrophobic environment of an

all-boys school and enrolled into art

school. Admittedly, the first encounter

almost put me off for life. I had been

accepted into the fashion design

course. On my first day I entered a

room full of girls, sewing machines

and a tutor so camp that he sat

somewhere between Liberace and the

crown jewels. At the time, I wasn't

equipped for either. Thankfully the floor

below was loud, grimy, smelled of chemicals and filled with what appeared to be men

using flame throwers. This, of course was the Jewellery and Silversmithing department.

I couldn’t believe my luck.

To a soundtrack of The Clash, The Sex Pistols, Siouxsie Sioux and Generation X, 

I learned to make jewellery the Victorian way. Ten years and an apprenticeship

later, I could make beautiful Victorian-inspired jewellery. I also retained the sense of
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punk rebellion, which had so easily seduced me during those early art school years.

It was the combination of the two, which drove me to break down some of the

rigidity surrounding fine jewellery at the time.

Within the pages of this book, Beth in her unmistakable style tells the stories (and

they are stories, none fiction of course) of 38 designers who are together shaping

the current and future of the jewellery business. Each one has a vision and individual

style, which they bring to their consumers. Each client will become an ambassador

for the designer or designers whose work they wear; therefore continuing the story.

Who could possibly resist asking about the back story of a piece of jewellery by

Vibe’s or what are the crystalline squares, which feature so heavily in the work of

Todd Reed? “Rough diamonds, really?”

Each and every designer featured in ‘‘Jewelry’s Shining Stars’’ is helping to return

jewellery to something given and worn with emotion, not a sign of wealth or status.

There are no logos or exercises in maximising margin (although profit is a good

thing). This is a damn good read about passion, dedication, craftsmanship and

bloody minded obsession.

Rings by 
Stephen Webster. 




